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�
ABSTRACT

A system for attitude and rate estimation for a small satel-
lite is described. The estimates are used for onboard at-
titude control and the precision requirements are limited.
An important feature of the effort is, however, the ability
of the system to handle multiple sensor faults.

Presented are results from the Danish Ørsted micro satel-
lite. Attitude estimation on Ørsted is based on a gyro-
less configuration with a star camera as the primary at-
titude instrument. Sun sensor and magnetometer data
is processed in a Kalman filter to provide estimates in-
dependently of the star camera. The combined systems
make it possible to maintain adequate attitude informa-
tion through all mission phases and in situations with sen-
sor malfunction or temporary blackout.

Filter strategies are presented with focus on the Kalman
filter processing and expected performance is demon-
strated through simulations.

1. INTRODUCTION

Low-cost launch opportunities and technological ad-
vancements make small satellites interesting for doing
space experiments within an affordable cost and sched-
ule envelope. Operational cost are reduced by limit-
ing ground control and functionality traditionally imple-
mented on ground has to be transferred to the satellite.
The result is requirements to fault tolerance and auton-
omy of the onboard attitude control and estimation.

Small satellite attitude determination has traditionally
been based on single-frame solutions (e.g., TRIAD [1]
and QUEST [2]). Single frame solutions offer simple ro-
bust attitude estimation but are not easily adapted to in-
clude fault tolerance or periods of incomplete observabil-
ity.

For simplicity small satellites attitude control and estima-
tion is often based on available science instruments. Tra-
ditional gyro packages are omitted relying on increased
onboard processing capability for integration of the equa-
tions of motion. This approach results in lower cost and�
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increased reliability but is vulnerable to modeling errors.

The most commonly used estimation algorithm for com-
bining sensor information with a spacecraft dynamics
model is the Kalman filter [3]. Under the right circum-
stances the attitude can be determined using measure-
ments of a single reference vector [4].

This paper presents an approach to attitude determina-
tion based on Kalman filtering in combination with a star
camera filter. The attitude is estimated for onboard atti-
tude control purposes and the precision requirements are
limited.

The presented system seeks to increase fault tolerance
by supplementing star camera attitude estimates with at-
titude estimates based on magnetometer and Sun sensor
data. Estimates are provided even during anomalous peri-
ods (ei. camera blackouts, eclipse or sensor faults). Com-
bined with detection algorithms [5] the attitude determi-
nation algorithms introduces a significant degree of au-
tonomy since fault can be handled without ground inter-
action.

Focus in this paper is on the Kalman filter design. The
attitude determination setup is outlined and the dynam-
ics model and filter design is described. The algorithms
described herein are currently incorporated into the atti-
tude determination system on the Ørsted satellite. Results
from computer simulations integrating models of the sen-
sors, the spacecraft, and its on-orbit environment are pre-
sented to demonstrate projected performance capability.

2. DESCRIPTION OF SPACECRAFT AND
INSTRUMENTS

The Ørsted satellite is scheduled for launch by a Delta II
launch vehicle in August 1997 into a 450 � 850 km orbit
with a 96 degree inclination. Ørsted is a 60 kg auxiliary
payload developed and build by a consortium of Danish
research institutes and space industries. The science mis-
sion is related to the geomagnetic field and its interaction
with the solar wind plasma.

The science instruments includes a fluxgate vector mag-
netometer and a star camera. The magnetometer [6] has a
linear range of

�
65536 nT. Magnetometer bias and mis-

alignments are determined by calibration prior to launch
and available for onboard processing. The peak-to-peak
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Figure 1: The Ørsted satellite after the instrument boom
has been deployed.

noise is less than 1.5 nT. The star camera [7] is a CCD
device with an angular resolution better than 20 arc sec-
onds.

The hardware also includes two Global Positioning Sys-
tem (GPS) receivers (Trimble TANS and JPL Turbo
Rouge). Four coarse Sun sensor heads mounted on the
main structure provide near 4 � steradian coverage with
an accuracy of approximately 10 deg (1 sigma).

The star camera and the magnetometer are mounted on
an instrument boom six meters from the satellite main
body. The boom is deployed after an initial detumbling
phase and the a three-axis attitude is maintained with the
boom zenith pointing. For a more detailed discussion of
the mission phases see [8].

Alignment of the instruments relative to the main body is
determined prior to launch within 1 deg. Mass properties
are calibrated with an accuracy of 0.5 % (3 sigma).

The Sun sensor is dedicated to attitude control and esti-
mation while the remaining instruments are used for both
science and attitude determination purposes.

Pointing requirements are derived from power optimisa-
tion as well as the operational cone and rate sensitivity
of the star camera. Attitude uncertainty is required be-
low 10 deg (1 sigma) in pitch/roll and 20 deg (1 sigma)
relative to a yaw set-point. The angular velocity is re-
quired below 10 deg/min (1 sigma). The pointing require-
ments translates into requirements to the onboard attitude
knowledge. The pitch/roll requirement is 2 deg (1 sigma).

The yaw requirement is 4 deg (1 sigma). The error in rate
estimates should be below 0.01 deg/min (1 sigma).

3. ATTITUDE ESTIMATION SETUP

After boom deployment the star camera estimate the atti-
tude with unique accuracy provided the camera is within
its operational cone. Prior to boom deployment and in
situations with faults or temporary blackout alternative
estimates are needed to maintain adequate attitude infor-
mation for control.

In the system presented here the estimates obtained from
the star camera are supplemented by a parallel attitude es-
timation algorithm based on the magnetometer and Sun
sensor. Separating the estimation problem offer several
advantages: 1) A second estimate is available for onboard
fault detection, 2) A high precision star camera measure-
ment in the Kalman filter would make the transition to
Sun sensor and magnetometer based estimation difficult
in case of camera fault, 3) Decreased accuracy of second
estimate but overall simplified processing.

The result is an attitude estimation structure as shown in
Figure 2.
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Figure 2: Attitude estimation conceptual diagram.

The basis of the Kalman filter algorithm are magnetic
field measurements. They offer the advantage of being
highly accurate and available at any time, regardless of
the mission phase, spacecraft attitude or orbit position.
Since the relationship between vector measurements and
the attitude is nonlinear, an extended Kalman filter is
used. The filter is inherently robust to loss of any sin-
gle attitude sensor (eg., the Sun sensor in eclipse). Ob-
servability with only magnetic field vectors is maintained
due to the rotation of the reference vector in orbit (field
rotates 720 deg/orbit) and propagation of the dynamics.

The star camera provide an inertial attitude while the con-
trol system works relative to the local orbit frame. An
inertial-to-orbit rotation is generated by an orbit position
model which is dynamically updated by the GPS receiver.
Over a period of 10 orbits without GPS data the model
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maintains sufficient accuracy thereby increasing robust-
ness to GPS failure. The rate is estimated from the star
camera attitude through composition of the camera atti-
tude quaterion with its derivative.

The reference Earth magnetic field is computed as a func-
tion of the estimated position based on an 8th-degree
spheric harmonic model1. A simple Kepler model is used
in describing the Earth orbit motion from which the Sun
vector in the local orbit coordinates is derived as a refer-
ence for the Kalman filter.

4. ATTITUDE DYNAMICS MODEL

A key element in the Kalman filter is an accurate dynam-
ics model. For a rigid body subject to external torques the
non-linear equation of motion model are given by���	��
�	� �� ��
 � � ��
�������������������� ����!#"$��% (1)

where
�

is the moments of inertia tensor, and �&
 is the in-
ertial body rate. The applied torques are the gravity gra-
dient torque �'�(� , the control torque �)������� , and ��!#"$� is the
sum of the unknown disturbance torques. The control and
gravity gradient torques are modelled in the filter, while
the external disturbance torques are estimated.

The attitude is defined relative to a local orbit frame. The
orbit-to-body quaternion *+ �-, +/.)+10324. is propagated by
integration of ��/� *+ �657�8 *+ % (2)

where 8 is the customary 4 � 4 skew symmetric matrix
given by

8 � 9::; < ��=  ��>?�A@ ��= < �A@ ��>��>  �B@ < ��= �A@  ��>  ��= <
CEDDF (3)

The elements in 8 are the body components of the rate
relative to the orbit reference found from� � � 
  �'GIH *+KJ#LNM % (4)

where � is the orbital rate and L M is a unit vector perpen-
dicular to the orbital plane. GOH *+KJ denotes the quaternion
parametrization of the attitude matrixGIH *+	J � H + >0  + . +KJ � � 7 +P+ . J  7 + 0 , + � 2 (5)

where the cross product matrix is defined by, + � 2RQ 9; <  + = + >+ = <  + @ + > + @ < CFTS (6)

1Coefficients for this mission provided by T. Risbo, Copen-
hagen University and R.A. Langel NASA Goddard Spaceflight
Center.

The presented algorithm seeks to make the attitude esti-
mate robust to unknown disturbance torques by adding
these torques to the state vector. Disturbance torques are
approximated by a constant as suggested in [4]��/� � � <

(7)

5. FILTER DESIGN

This section highlights the salient features of the ex-
tended kalman filter. A traditional discrete/continuous
filter structure as in [9] was adopted with an alternating
state/covariance propagation and measurement update as
shown in Figure 3.

- Initial state, covariance
- Measurement noise covariance
- Model vectors
- Measurements - State noise covariance

- State estimate
- Error covariance estimate

- Re-linearization
- Covariance propagation
- State propagation

- Gain computation
- Covariance update
- State update

Figure 3: Kalman filter structure.

Let the true quaternion *+ be expressed as the product of
the estimated quaternion U *+ and the estimation error VR*+*+ � VR*+XW U *+ % (8)

were W is the quaternion multiplication as defined in [3].
Since the error quaternion corresponds to small rotation
the fourth component V +$0 , will be close to unity and only
the three vector components V + are estimated. The filter
error state is formulated by augmenting the attitude errors
by the body rates and the disturbance torque errors. The
state error vector is then a 9 � 1 vector defined byYOZ ��, V + @P% V + =	% V + =	% Y �A@[% Y ��>K% Y ��=K% Y �)@P% Y �'>K% Y �'= 2 . S

(9)

5.1. Measurement Update

The sensor measurements \K] are modeled according to\P] �_^ H Z ] %`� ] J �ba ] �dc GIH *+ ] J#e ] ��a ] % (10)

where c is a constant misalignment matrix, e ] is the
corresponding model vector in the reference orbit frame,
and G is the estimated orbit-to-body attitude matrix. The
measurement noise a ] , is a discrete zero-mean white
Gaussian sequence with covariance matrix f . The sen-
sor measurements are assumed uncorrelated.
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The Kalman gain is computed fromg ] �_h ]ji'k .]ml k ] h ]ji'k .] � fonPp @ % (11)

in which h ]ji is the error covariance propagated to just
prior to the update time � ] , and k ] is the measurement
sensitivity matrix defined ask ] �rq ^ H Z Jq YOZtssss�u"jv i S (12)

The error state estimate following an estimate is calcu-
lated byY UZ ]1w �-x V U+ ] wV U� ] wzy � g ] H \ ] {^ H UZ ] i %`� ] J�J (13)

The attitude quaternion, rate, and disturbance estimates
are updated with the result from Eq. (13). The body rates
and disturbance torques are updated by simple addition
while the quaternion is updated by multiplicationU� ] w � U� ] i � Y U� ] (14)U� ]3w � U� ] i � Y U� ] (15)U *+ ] w � V|U *+ ] w W U *+ ] i % (16)

in which V|U *+ ] w is the renormalized2 quaternion.

An updated error covariance matrix is calculated fromh ] w � H �  g ] k ] J h ] i H �  g ] k ] J . � g ][f g .] S
(17)

5.2. Filter Propagation

Between measurement updates the state is propagated
based on the equations of motion for the gravity gradi-
ent stabilized rigid spacecraft, Eqs. (1) and (2).

As the deviation from the estimated state is small an ap-
proximate linear system matrix is found from} H�� J � �� YIZm~ ! H Z %`� J$� u" v w S (18)

where ~ ! is the system matrix of the error dynamics.

From the linear approximation in Eq. (18) the state tran-
sition matrix �X] is calculated (see [9]) and used to prop-
agate the error covariance matrixh ]ji � � ] h ] w � ] �m� ] % (19)

where the state noise covariance � is approximated over
the update interval by

� ] � ��] 9:;(� @ <
. . .< ���

C DF � . ] % (20)

in which the parameters � 
 are adjusted as part of filter
tuning.

2Setting ���o��� and dividing the resultant quaternion com-
ponents by the square root of the sum of their squares.

5.3. Implementation

It is well known that the discrete EKF in its original for-
mulation can be numerically unreliable. The reliability
of the EKF has been significant improved by implement-
ing the square-root formulation which provides adequate
covariance matrix precision with single precision fixed-
point arithmetic. The measurement update is performed
using Biermans Square Root Free square root observa-
tional update, and the covariance time update is based
on Thorntons modified weighted Gram-Schmidt orthog-
onalization [10]. In addition, this process also prevents
numerical truncation from generating a covariance ma-
trix that has negative eigenvalues.

6. SIMULATION DESCRIPTION

A high-fidelity dynamic simulation was developed in or-
der to demonstrate and test the capabilities of the attitude
estimation.

The simulated spacecraft model includes sensor mis-
alignment as well as random sensor noise and biases.
The Sun sensor is modelled with field of view limita-
tions, albedo effects, and cosine deviations. The main
error related to the magnetomter is due to inaccuracies
in the magnetic field model used onboard. To generate a
similar discrepancy, the Earth magnetic field is simulated
using a 10th-degree model. The onboard model used in
the simulations is of order 6 (real onboard model is of
order 8).

The external disturbance environment includes models of
the aerodynamic drag, gravity gradient and magnetic dis-
turbance torques. The aerodynamic drag torque is com-
puted using density values from a Jacchia-Roberts atmo-
spheric model.

Overall the modeling provide relevant disturbance
torques and significant random as well as systematic er-
rors.

7. RESULTS

The filter described in the preceding sections was incor-
porated into the spacecraft simulation to demonstrate per-
formance of the attitude estimation. To access the ex-
pected performance of the filter a simulation was per-
formed with the full order filter. The simulation repre-
sents the expected in-flight environment, ie. disturbance
torques, misalignments, albedo effects, field errors etc.
Shown in Figure 4 is the error in attitude, represented by
pitch, yaw and roll angles.

The initial knowledge error was set to 5 deg and 0.02
deg/sec in all axis. After convergence the accuracy is
0.18 deg, 0.25 deg, and 0.79 deg in pitch, roll and yaw
(1 sigma). The yaw motion is clearly the most difficult to
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Figure 4: Simulation of full state filter. Plot a) shows the
convergence from a 5 deg initial knowledge error. Plots
b)-d) emphasize the converged accuracy. Black bars at
the top of a) indicate sun-lit parts of the orbit.

estimate which is due to the lower inertia about the space-
craft yaw (boom) axis. The errors in rate knowledge are
below 0.0015 deg/sec for all three components of the an-
gular velocity.

Neither the magnetic field model nor the Sun sensor er-
rors are white Gaussian sequences as assumed in the
modeling. In addition there are variations in the orbital
rate due to the eccentricity orbit that were neglected.
They do all contribute to non-white systematic errors.

7.1. Influence of Field Model Errors

The major source of residuals is inaccuracies in the mag-
netic field model. As described in the previous section
field model errors are simulated by the discrepancy be-
tween a 6th and 10th order model as shown in Figure 5.

0 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1 1.2 1.4 1.6 1.8 2
0

0.2

0.4

0.6

0.8

1

orbits

Absolute angular error of field models [deg]

Figure 5: Absolute angular error of magnetic field mod-
els. Standard deviation is 0.35 deg

Running the simulation above with 10th order model vec-
tors improves the estimates considerably as shown in Fig-
ure 6.
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Figure 6: Simulation with 10th order model vectors.

The attitude errors with a better field model are reduced
to 0.08 deg in pitch/roll and 0.27 in yaw (1 sigma). The
onboard system is based on an 8th order model dedicated
to the mission, so performance is not expected worse than
predicted in Figure 4.

7.2. Convergence From Large Initial Errors

The ability of the filter to converge from large initial
attitude knowledge erros was investigated. The initial
knowledge error are set to 45 deg in all axis and the rate
error are set to 0.01 deg/sec. The result is shown in Fig-
ure 7.
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Figure 7: Filter convergence from a 45 deg initial attitude
error.

Within one orbit the filter clearly meet requirements.
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7.3. Fault Scenario

Numerous simulations have been performed to test a wide
range of attitude and fault conditions. As an exam-
ple, combined attitude control and estimation results are
shown in Figure 8 for a situation with star camera black-
out. The attitude errors shown in Figure 8 are refered to
the nominal attitude.
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Figure 8: Combined attitude control and determination.
Camera blackout after 2 orbits. In plot a) no reconfig-
uration is performed. In b) the attitude determination is
reconfigured.

The initial attitude is offset from local vertical by 40 deg
in all three angles. The star camera halts after two orbits.
In plot a) no onboard reconfiguration is performed and
the satellite starts rotating about the boom axis. Plot b)
shows the same situation, but the attitude estimation is
reconfigured and based on the Kalman filter.

This case clearly demonstrates the ability of the control
system to reconfigure and adopt to fault situations.

8. CONCLUSION

A system for estimating three-axis spacecraft attitude and
rates by Kalman filtering of Sun sensor and magnetome-
ter data has been described. The Kalman filter estimates
are supplementing star camera based estimates. The two
estimation algorithms operates in parallel providing fault
tolerance towards Sun sensor and star camera blackouts.
Combined with detection algorithms the presented atti-
tude determination introduces a significant degree of au-
tonomy.

The presented algorithms have been incorporate in the
attitude control system for the Ørsted satellite. Simu-
lation of the actively controlled, zenith pointing space-
craft demonstrated the ability of the estimation algorithm.
With the system described, sufficient on-orbit attitude es-

timation accuracy is maintained for attitude control pur-
poses. The attitude determination based on magnetome-
ter and Sun sensor was found effective with accuracies of
0.18-0.25 in pitch/roll, 0.8 deg in yaw and 0.0015 deg/sec
in rates, thereby meeting requirements.
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